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Reflexivization and Self-determination Rights
<Summary>
Yuki Hagiwara
This paper is a sequel of “On Reflexivity defined by Anthony Giddens”, 
in which I reexamined Giddens’s The consequences of Modernity putting an 
emphasis on his definition of “reflexivity”. I discussed critically how he defined 
this concept and what the problems of his theory were. The next issue is how we 
make a decision in reflexivized situations today.
A keyword of decision-making is self-determination rights. In bioethics, 
many authors relate this concept to ideas of John Stuart Mill. He tries to protect 
the rights of the individual and doubts whether the minority have to be ruled by 
the majority. He emphasizes the importance of liberty of the cultivated minority, 
because he thinks that it is a necessary condition to improve society. This idea is 
applied to the principle of self-determination which is called a “harm-to-others 
principle”. According to the principle, self-determination is valid even if the 
decision is inexpedient for him or her, as long as he/she has the enough ability 
to judge and the decision does not harm other people. It is supported by modern 
ideas which assume that he/she owns his/her body. Those who are skeptical 
about liberal bioethics often criticize this assumption.
A person who can exercise self-determination rights is in a disembedded 
tradition where locality is defined reflexively and his/her perspective is also 
reflexive. For example, social science describes society and his/her behavior, 
and he/she becomes to act under the influence of the description. This means 
that his/her daily life is based on expert systems. He/she trusts the competence 
of professionals who have expert knowledge. However, a truism of this trust 
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has been shaken through a process of reflexivization. Thoroughly reflexivized 
situation is called risk society where it is very difficult for professionals to 
predict what happens in the future, and reliability of expert systems tends to lose 
its prestige.
New issues professionals cannot deal effectively with in risk society also 
show that solutions are not found in traditional ethics. Contemporary ethics 
such as bioethics, environmental ethics and so on are regarded as substitutions 
for traditional ones, and professionals as members of ethical committees on the 
issues discuss them to invent the basic rules of proper ethical conduct. Slavoj Žiž
ek says that the sprouting of committees means the nonexistence of the big other, 
any symbolic point of reference that would serve as a safe and unproblematic 
moral anchor. People have to make decisions which may affect their survival 
without any proper foundation, which may be one of the reasons why many 
people live with anxiety. Žižek criticizes that ethical committees are there to 
conceal this uncertainty.
According to Žižek, the nonexistence of the big other is a result of thorough 
reflexivization. Trust relies on non-reflected acceptance of the symbolic 
institution, but it is undermined in risk society. A problem of this explanation 
is that it is unclear whether he discusses the structure of society or that of the 
psychoanalytic subject. The symbolic in Lacanian psychoanalysis is not a social 
institution but a part of the structure of the subject. The symbolic is a medium of 
between traditions and egos. This view shows that the present contexts of self-
determination rights and decision-making process are variable, because they 
are the results of symbolization. They can change their relationships and the 
perspectives self-critically.

